Gandhi Automations gets recognition for innovation
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Ashvani Kumar Chaubay, State Health Minister presents WASME Award of Warehouse & Logistic Innovation Award
to Gandhi Automations

World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises (WASME) is a global non-profit organization, that has been
spearheading the cause and development of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) world over since its inception in 1980.
Warehousing and logistics are crucial factors for companies to gain a competitive edge. With the advent of modern
manufacturing, which combines smart and effective products with advanced and innovative technologies, the very definition
of warehousing and logistics has evolved to a much larger and integral concept.
Gandhi Automations range of Entrance Automation and Loading bay range of products have changed the evolution in
traditional warehousing powered by advanced engineering technology that is not only impacting logistics but the supply chain
as a whole. Thus, Gandhi Automations Pvt Ltd once again bags the INNOVATION AWARD for advanced tech innovation as
the logistics and manufacturing sectors move beyond the rudimentary manual operations in the supply chain.
Gandhi Automations has successfully evolved into an innovative company catering to all kinds of needs. We have an
extremely talented in-house research and development team which designs customized solutions for our customers. Our
product engineering team uses the latest software in combination with technologically advanced machinery to provide our
customers with an unmatched experience in entrance automation and loading bay equipment
We have made significant improvisations and innovations to our loading bay equipment range of products as well as high
speed doors. Our new Forklift Roll-off Barrier lip Dock Leveler, Prime Cold Reset, High Speed Doors- Prime Reset, High
Speed Doors- Prime Internal Doors, Industrial Sectional Overhead Doors, Dock Levelers, and Isotherm Rolling Shutters are
some of the most fast moving innovations and products that have changed the landscape of logistics and warehousing
automation.
Quality is a key driver of progress for us and is an integral part of every process we undertake, from R&D to product delivery.
Our quality policies are constantly upgraded to exceed our customer’s requirements and expectations. Gandhi Automations is

committed to delivering high-quality products and services to its customers and continuously strives to improve in all aspects.
Our products and services are geared towards ensuring that every delivery to the client passes through our stringent quality
measures. This policy has engendered a work culture that exhibits a no-compromise attitude towards quality.
Gandhi Automations is known for its research and development, quality and commitment towards customers. The material
handling industry is responding with new equipment, technology, and systems that enable complete supply chain visibility,
thus allowing customers to see how their investments are impacting their overall operation. The demand for material handling
automation and equipment has increased exponentially over the past few years. It is because of the increasing production
capacity, reducing man hours and meeting deadlines. Now with more and more companies streamlining their processes, use
of material handling equipment for any industry is a must. Demand for such automation is the need for the hour; and also, to
deliver faster, hassle free loading / unloading functions to reduce supply chain operating costs.

